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John,
As of COB today, below is a followup of this week's activities:
e Notify (by phone) and confirm Peach Bottom and Surry of its selection as a SOARCA participants,
inform them of press release to be issued on April 27, 2007, and discuss initial RES information needs [COMPLETED, but Surry has not <yet> agreed. RES to pursue confirmation; Jimi Yerokun awaiting call
back from Surry contact. PB confirmed on 4/26.]
* Notify previously selected SOARCA plants (Fermi 2, Seabrook, Salem, Duane Arnold, and Diablo
Canyon) of revised SOARCA project plan and reselection of Surry and Peach Bottom as initial
participants; inform them of press release to be issued on 4/27/07 [NOT COMPLETED - awaiting Surry
confirmation]
" Issue Press Release [NOT COMPLETED - awaiting Surry confirmation]
" Surry confirmation effort - Jimi Yerokun and Farouk to contact Surry Engineering Manager on 4/30.
* John Hughey, myself, and RES managers had an initial planning/information telecon on 4/27:
1. General - PB sounded enthusiastic as a pilot plant selection and very supportive of the project. We
discussed initial information needs and expectations. RES has a couple "look-up" items to get back to
PB which will be communicated next week via PM.
2. No schedule commitments were made by PB (in termes of responding to info needs and site visit);
RES requested PB to address the list of initial information needs (attached) as soon as reasonably
possible to allow RES to get initial project steps underway, and requested that detailed information
needs be addressed by, or shortly after, the site/bag trip visit.
3. PB cannot support a May 2 bag trip visit and suggested 21 May; RES then requested no later than
week of 9 May as RES indicated 21 May was "too late." PB will try to support requested schedule and
will get back to PM early next w/proposed dates.
4. Initial POCs were established both on licensee side and NRC side (PB/Exelon and RES understands
that information exchange will be coordinated through the PM (Hughey) and/or DORL Lead/POC
(Guzman).
Next Steps/Actions
Mon 4/30 - RES to pursue confirmation from Surry; Jimi Yerokun will contact me w/an update. OPA
Press release is on HOLD.
Tue 5/1 - PB POC to followup w/Hughey and schedule individual discipline-focused telecons w/PB and
RES/TBs during week of 4/30.
Rich

